Contact force- and amplitude-controllable vibrating probe for somatosensory mapping of plantar afferences with fMRI.
To study cerebral responses evoked from mechanoreceptors in the human foot sole using a computer-controlled vibrotactile stimulation system. The stimulation system consisted of two stationary moving magnet actuators with indentors to gently contact and vibrate the foot sole during functional MRI (fMRI) experiments. To allow independent settings of contact force (0-20 N) and intensity of vibration (frequency range=20-100 Hz) the actuators were controlled by a digital servo loop. For fMRI experiments with complex stimulus protocols, both vibrating probes were further operated under supervisory control. The MR compatibility of this electromagnetic system was tested in a 1.5T scanner with an actively shielded magnet (Siemens Magnetom Sonata). Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) responses were detected in the contralateral left pre- and postcentral gyrus, bilaterally within the secondary somatosensory cortex, bilaterally within the supplementary motor cortex, and bilaterally within the anterior cingular gyrus. This stimulation device provides a new tool for identifying cerebral structures that convey sensory information from the foot region, which is of promising diagnostic value, particularly for assessing sensorimotor deficits resulting from brain lesions.